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GMC is taking its most 
popular pickup truck 
to the next level with 

the completely redesigned 
2019 Sierra Denali and SLT.

Distinguished by bold 
design and segment-leading 
technologies, the next gener-
ation Sierra Denali once 
again redefines the premium 
pickup, while advancing 
Denali’s legacy as the pinna-
cle of GMC design, capability 
and refinement.

The 2019 Sierra Denali 
affirms its position as the 
most premium Sierra ever 
with segment-leading tech-
nologies and exclusive fea-
tures.

 
STYLE

The 2019 Sierra Denali 
debuts a profound new GMC 
design. A taller, more confi-
dent stance gives Sierra 
Denali powerful proportions 
complemented by hallmark 
details such as a chrome 
grille with a sharp, precise 
dimensional pattern that 
epitomizes the truck’s atten-
tion to detail.

The truck is larger than the 
previous truck in virtually 
every dimension, and the 
larger grille and dramatic 
lighting accentuate its 
broad-shouldered stance. 
The wheels are pushed closer 
to the corners and wear larg-
er diameter tires. Denali fea-
tures available 22-inch Ultra 
Bright aluminum wheels; the 
SLT model offers its own 

unique 22-inch dark alumi-
num wheels finished with 
chrome accents.

The Sierra Denali’s new 

interior builds on the refine-
ment and sophistication that 
have become synonymous 
with Denali, topping the seg-

ment with best-in-class front 
head- and legroom (maxi-
mum), providing a more spa-
cious, driver-centric environ-
ment finished with premium 
materials. 

Optimized ergonomics 
emphasize easy, intuitive 
interaction with the vehicle’s 
technologies, such as the all-
new Trailering App and 
heads-up display.

When it comes to the 
space and storage vital to 
truck customers, the 2019 
Sierra’s crew cab has nearly 3 
inches of additional rear-seat 
legroom compared to the 

current model. The outboard 
rear seat backs open to reveal 
rectangular storage spaces 
large enough for storing tab-
lets or laptops, tie-down 
cords, umbrellas or other 
important accessories.

TRAILERING APP
The 2019 Sierra offers a 

more confident towing expe-
rience thanks to GMC’s new 
ProGrade Trailering System, 
standard on Denali and SLT. 
The trailering system 
includes an all-new Trailering 
App featuring a Pre-
Departure checklist, 

Maintenance Reminders, 
Trailer Light Test, Trailer 
Electrical Diagnostics and 
Trailer Tire Pressure and 
Temperature Monitoring.

 
POWER

New versions of the proven 
6.2L and 5.3L V-8 engines will 
be joined by an all-new 3.0L 
inline-six turbo-diesel engine, 
expanding the powertrain 
lineup for the 2019 Sierra.

The 5.3L and 6.2L engines 
feature stop/start technology 
and new dynamic fuel man-
agement that enables the 
engine to operate on one to 
eight cylinders, depending on 
demand, to optimize power 
and efficiency. The new diesel 
builds on GMC’s expertise 
with Duramax turbo-diesels 
offered in Sierra HD and 
Canyon models. The avail-
able 6.2L and 3.0L engines 
are paired with a 10-speed 
automatic transmission.

2019 GMC SIERRA

Refined Premium Pickup

The 2019 GMC Sierra’s Trailering App brings more confidence to the towing experience than ever before.

CARGAZING

More room enhances the Denali’s luxurious cabin.

Base price: $33,500
Wheelbase: 126.5 in 
Length: 210.8 in. 
Width: 81.2 in. 
Height: 75.7 in. 
Motor: 4.3L V-6 VVT DI 
with Active Fuel 
Management, 285 hp, 
305 lb.-ft. torque 
Transmission:  
 6-speed automatic
EPA mileage: 17 city, 
23 highway

BY THE NUMBERS


